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Target Users: 

The Penny Juice website is intended for use by directors, administrators, and employees of the child care or child 
nutrition centers, who are in charge of obtaining drinks for the youngsters under their supervision. These people are 
quite important when it comes to making decisions about the food and beverages that daycare facilities serve.



Designing a website that successfully communicates the advantages of Penny Juice's 100% blended fruit juice 
concentrate requires an understanding of their needs and preferences

 Childcare Center Administrators/Directors
 Needs: Reliable information on the nutritional value, quality, and safety of the product
 Wants: Easy access to ordering information, pricing details, and potential promotions

 Nutrition Coordinators
 Needs: Clear product information, nutritional content, and ordering procedures
 Wants: User-friendly navigation, quick access to relevant details, and possibly educational resources on the 

benefits of the product for children. 

Empathize

Design Problem 1: Identified Concept: Constraint The 
website's order form accepts invalid input (e.g. negative 
integers), enabling users to enter wrong data. Moreover, the 
submit button remains active even before all required fields 
are filled, increasing the likelihood of user errors. 

Design Problem 2: Identified Concept: Visibility The website's 
landing page lacks a clear and accessible navigation menu, 
hindering user exploration and discovery of the site's 
content. 

Design Problem 3: Identified Concept: Grid The website's 
order form lacks a consistent grid layout, resulting in 
misaligned input fields that hinder user comprehension and 
hinder a seamless user experience.

IDEATE

PROTOTYPE

HOME PAGE

Home Page:
 Column Grid (Grid Concept): The Penny Juice website's home page features a column grid design that was selected 

specifically to improve organization and consistency. Here we have chosen a column grid for consistency on the 
website, as in the "order now page," I have finalized a column grid. This decision was made because a column grid 
offers an ordered and structured design. The use of a column grid contributes to a cohesive and user-friendly design, 
and by maintaining consistency between different sections of the website, users are less likely to feel disoriented, 
ultimately improving their overall experience

 Navigation Bar (Visibility Concept): The decision to incorporate a navigation bar was driven by the visibility concept. 
Recognizing that the website lacked a navigation bar, I opted for this solution to enhance user visibility and 
navigation. This ensures that users can quickly understand the website's layout and easily access different sections. 
The addition of a navigation bar directly addresses potential frustrations users may face due to the absence of clear 
navigation options.

 Logo Change: The decision to change the logo was made to emphasize branding and align with a new thematic 
approach, characterized by shades of green and white. The logo change serves as a visual representation of the 
website's re-branding, creating a cohesive and harmonious visual identity.

 Shopping Cart and Log-In: The inclusion of a shopping cart and login feature was deemed essential to address issues 
related to the user experience. The absence of a shopping cart could lead to user frustration, as they may struggle to 
keep track of their intended purchases. Similarly, the lack of a login feature might cause confusion regarding user 
account status. The addition of a shopping cart and login feature directly addresses usability issues. It provides users 
with a seamless way to manage their purchases and account information, enhancing the overall shopping 
experience.



Order Now Page:
 Breadcrumbs (Visibility Concept): To make sure that users can easily trace their progress and have a feeling of 

orientation within the website, I have added breadcrumbs.



Cart Page:
 Golden Ratio Grid (Grid Concept): The Golden Ratio Grid was specifically chosen for the Cart Page to achieve 

aesthetic appeal and a balanced design.  



Check Out Page:
 Phone Number and Name (Constraint Concept): The checkout page was specifically chosen to address constraint 

issues related to name and phone number input. This decision was guided by the need to resolve design constraints 
that may hinder smooth user interaction during the checkout process. Here we have limit the input for the phone 
number box to accept only 10 digits, as a standard phone number has this many digits, and one can prevent 
incorrect entries and ensure data accuracy. To maintain data integrity and prevent errors, we have validate the input 
fields to accept only alphabetic characters for names. 
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100% blended fruit juice concentrate 
specifically designed for childcare centers.


Exciting Flavors
15 flavors available including 7 color free 
flavors. Each case contains 6 - ½ gallon bottles 
of your choice. We’ve designed them especially 
for childcare, daycare, preschool, basp and 
extended daycare. Get in touch with us today!


Healthy Juice Concentrates 
for All Kids to Enjoy
We provide a variety of flavors that all kids can 
enjoy! All the juice concentrates that we sell are 
compliant with the USDA and FDA guidelines. 
You don't need to refrigerate the concentrates 
before or after opening them.

Penny Juice Products Comply With All Requirements for CACFP, 
Subsidy, and Nutrition Set Forth by the FDA

If you're running a childcare center and want to serve healthy beverages to kids every day, 
order quality juice concentrates from Penny Juice of America.



Our system is fast and easy to use. Penny Juice greatly reduces storage and handling 
requirements. 1 gallon pre-measured mix pitchers available to assure cost control and flavor 

consistency

Privacy Policy | Consent Management & Preferences  | Do Not Share My Information | Conditions of Use | Notice and Take Down Policy | Website Accessibility Policy

© 2023 The content on this website is owned by us and our licensors. Do not copy any content (including images) without our consent.

Learn More

Explore

Red Apples
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Best Bananas
Fresh | Color free 

$11.50

Sweet Strawberries
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Green Apples
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Blast Blueberries
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Cherish Cherries
Fresh | Color free 

$11.50

Add

Orangy Oranges
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Seasonal Mangoes
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add
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HOME PRODUCTS

Add

MY CART PAGE

ORDER NOW PAGE

My Cart

You may also like

Summary

Red Apples
Fresh | Color free 
Quantity 2

Shipping
Arrives by Tuesday, Dec 5 Edit Location

Free Pickup
Find a Store

Do you have a Promo Code

Total $29.05

Subtotal $22.05

Estimated Shipping & Handling $7.00

Estimated Tax $0.00
Discount Total $0.00

$22.05

CHECKOUT

Red Apples
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50 0

ADD TO CART

Best Bananas
Fresh | Color free 

$11.50

ADD TO CART

0

Sweet Strawberries
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

ADD TO CART

0
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My CartDelivery Options

Details

Do you have a Promo Code

Total $29.05

Subtotal $22.05

Estimated Shipping & Handling $7.00

Estimated Tax $0.00
Discount Total $0.00

Red Apples
Fresh | Color free 
Quantity 2
$29.05

Arrives by Tuesday, Dec 5 

First Name*

Start typing address

Last Name*

*Please include alphabets only

Email* Phone Number*

*Please include 10 digits only

Enter address manually

Save & Continue
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HOME PRODUCTS CART CHECKOUT

SHIP PICKUP

My CartDelivery Options

Details

Do you have a Promo Code

Total $29.05

Subtotal $22.05

Estimated Shipping & Handling $7.00

Estimated Tax $0.00
Discount Total $0.00

Red Apples
Fresh | Color free 
Quantity 2
$29.05

Arrives by Tuesday, Dec 5 

Save & Continue
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HOME PRODUCTS CART CHECKOUT

SHIP PICKUP

Select a store location

Enter address or postal code

 Task: Explore the website to find and add 
three different types of juices (e.g., apples, 
oranges, and grapes) to the cart

 Usability Criterion: Efficiency. Measure the 
time taken by users to locate and add the 
three specific items to the cart. A lower time 
indicates higher efficiency in completing the 
task.


 Task: Search for the fruit juices within a 
specific price range of $10-$15, add two 
kilograms of the most expensive organic 
fruit juice available to the cart

 Usability Criterion: Discoverability. Assess 
the ease with which users locate and add 
the three different seasonal fruits juices. 
Evaluate how quickly users identify and add 
these items to the cart, indicating good 
discoverability of juice products.


 Task: Navigate to the product section and 
add five different fruits juices of your choice 
to the cart. Once added, edit the quantity of 
one fruit juice type to ten kilograms before 
proceeding back to the home screen

 Usability Criterion: Task Complexity and 
Navigation Efficiency. Measure the time 
taken and the steps required by users to find 
organic fruits juices within the specified 
price range, add the most expensive organic 
fruit juice, and successfully locate the 
specific exotic fruit juice. Lower time and 
fewer steps indicate better task complexity 
management and efficient navigation.

Rahul (Age: 18) Keerthi (Age: 24) Vineeth (Age: 29)

TESTING

Preparation



1. Task Allocation: Tasks were allocated to different users within the target age group (16-30) based on their 
complexity, aiming to cover a wide range of interactions with the redesigned website related to fruit products

 Identifying Usability Criteria:  I went through specific usability criteria tailored to each assigned task. These 
criteria were designed to measure efficiency, discoverability, task complexity, user control, completeness of tasks, 

and exploration efficiency.

Testing Process



1. Participant Selection: Recruited a user from the specified age range to participate in the usability testing

  Task Explanation: Participants were briefed about their assigned task, emphasizing the importance of 
verbalizing their thoughts aloud (think-aloud protocol) while navigating through the website

 . Testing Execution: Users engaged with the original website and the redesigned prototype separately to 
complete their assigned tasks. Observed and recorded the users' interactions, paying attention to the time taken, 

actions performed, verbalized thoughts, difficulties encountered, and successful task completions

  Data Collection: Observations, timings, and user feedback were documented systematically for each task 
completion on both versions of the website.

Observation and Analysis



1. Behavioral Observations: Analyzed users' behavior, including hesitation, ease of navigation, success in 
completing tasks, and verbalized feedback during the process.



2. Comparative Analysis: Recorded data, including task completion times and user feedback, were compared 
between the original site and the redesigned prototype for each task.


Documenting Observations



1. Recording Findings: Detailed notes, time measurements, and user feedback were documented for each task, 
outlining the observed strengths, weaknesses, and areas of improvement for the redesigned website.



2. Usability Criterion Evaluation: The defined usability criteria were used to evaluate how well the redesign 
performed for each task, identifying specific areas where the redesign excelled or encountered challenges.



“ Why do I see fruit images when I 
came here to purchase juice bottles “

“ I feel like I’m scrolling more when I 
am on the products page. “

“ In most of the sites, the clickable buttons are 
highlighted when I hover over them. But, in this 
website, “Add” button is highlighted everywhere. “

~ Vineeth

~ Keerthi

~ Rahul
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HOME PRODUCTS

Pineapple
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Kiwi
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Grape
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Watermelon
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Blueberry
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Apple
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Mango
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

Strawberry
Fresh | Color free 

$10.50

Add

REFERENCES

THANK YOU!!

CHECK-OUT SHIP PAGE

CHECK-OUT PICK UP PAGE

Rahul (Age: 18) Abhi (Age: 24)
 Task: Begin by exploring the fruit product 

section, adding a fruit juice to the cart. 
Modify the content by removing one item. 
Then, navigate back to the homepage and 
search for any ongoing healthy promotions

 Usability Criterion: Completeness of Task 
and Exploration Efficiency. Assess how 
efficiently users find the fruit juice, add it to 
the cart, explore healthy promotion options, 
and navigate back to the home screen. 
Completion of the entire task and fewer 
navigation steps indicate better exploration 
efficiency.

 Task: Start by navigating directly to the 
homepage and looking for any featured 
fruit-flavor related content or promotions. 
From there, explore the site to find and add 
two different types of fruit juices to the cart. 
Adjust the quantities and proceed to the 
checkout process without finalizing the 
order

 Usability Criterion: Homepage Navigation 
and Product Addition Speed. Measure the 
time taken by users to navigate to the 
homepage, locate featured fruit-flavor 
related content, and add two different types 
of juices to the cart. Faster navigation and 
product addition indicate efficient 
homepage use and quick selection.

REDESIGN

Based on the feedback received from users after user testing, I considered below areas of opportunity and fixed the 
issues addressed by redesigning the prototype

 Enhanced Product Visibility
 Issue: Too much scrolling required to see different products. (Quantitative
 Redesign Explanation: Reduced card size to fit more products in one view, improving user experience by minimizing 

the need for excessive scrolling
 Reduced Cognitive Load:
 Issue: Primary call-to-actions on all cards increase cognitive load. (Quantitative & Qualitative
 Redesign Explanation: Initiated a hierarchy by keeping the initial call to action as secondary. Once selected, the state 

change of the button from secondary to primary simplifies the user's understanding of added products to the cart
 Improved Clarity in Product Presentation: 
 Issue: Images provided are confusing to users. (Qualitative
 Redesign Explanation: Replaced fruit images with direct product images, ensuring clarity and helping users 

understand exactly what is being sold.



The second prototype is superior to the first one because it has significant improvements that work together to provide 
an improved user experience. Because less scrolling is needed, product visibility is maximized and users can access a 
wide variety of goods on a single page or view. The call-to action hierarchy has been strategically adjusted to reduce 
cognitive burden and give consumers a more seamless and intuitive experience. The state change upon selection—
which turns major call-to-actions into secondary buttons makes it easier for users to grasp the products that have been 
added to their cart and improves user comprehension in general. 



To summarise, the second prototype is a better version due to its enhancements in product visibility, cognitive load 
management, and image clarity, all of which contribute to a more refined and user-friendly online experience.

Crafted a detailed and user-friendly interactive prototype for the Penny Juice website. This prototype covers not only the 
homepage but also a second-level page, where it focus on elevating the ordering experience, refining navigation, and 
organizing information with enhanced clarity. Goal was to create a seamless and improved journey for users as they 
explore and interact with the website.
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